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FOREWORD 
This document presents the results of work performed 
by the Meteorology Section, Structures & Mechanics Depask- 
ment  of Lockheed's Huntsville Research & Engineering Center.  
This work was car r ied  out under Contract NAS8-26128, "Opti- 
mum FPS-16 /~ imsphere  Data Reduction Procedures,  " for the 
Marshall  Space Flight Center. The NASA contracting officer 
representative for  this contract was Dr. George Fichtl  of the 
Aerospace Environment Division, Aero-Astrodynarnics Labo- 
ra tor  y. 
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Section 1 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Raw FPS- l b / ~ i m s p h e r e  radar  tracking data a r e  presently stored at 
NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center on magnetic tapes.  These data1 consist 
of - Time, Azimuth, Elevation and slant Range (TAER) measurements  recorded 
a t  0.1-second time intervals.  As m o r e  data a r e  gathered daily, the number of 
computer tapes required for storing the data is becoming larger  and is presenting 
storage and data handling problems. Thus, in  order  to retain a l l  pirevicous%y 
recorded data,  some of which have been discarded for lack of storage space, 
a method was developed by which a computer program i s  used to reduce the 
number of tapes required for storing these data. Specifically, this method 
converts a l l  0 .  1 -second TAER data to 1 -second velocity component data using 
editing and low-pass filtering techniques. The new 1 -second velocity data 
contain al l  the useful information present in the 0.1 -second TAER data,  as d i s  - 
cussed in  Ref. 1 with an added benefit of a 90% reduction in the nunn ber of 
computer tapes required for storage. 
This document provides the necessary  information for using the Lockheed- 
Huntsville - TAER -- Wind Conversion - - Program (TARWON) to convert raw FPS- 16 
radar  tracking data of the Jimsphere balloon to smoothed, 1-second velocity 
component data. The approach used in TARWON to edit the TAER data and to 
derive 0.1 -second values of the Cartesian coordinates of the  balloon^'^ position 
a r e  basically the same, except for  differences in numerical technicpes, as 
those currently used by NASA in the process of deriving 25-meter wind data 
(Ref. 2). Beyond this point, however, the two procedures a r e  entirely different. 
TARWON converts the 0.1 -second position coordinates to 0. 1 -second values of 
meridional, zonal and vertical components of the balloon's velocity. The 
TARWON program is primarily designed t o  be operational on the NASA-1VSli;"G 
Univac 1108, Exec 8 computing system, but with little effort, its operation 
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can be extended t o  other computing systems.  Included i n  th is  u s e r n  s manual 
is the mathematical model, general program description, input guide and 
th ree  appendices. Appendix A presents  the u s e r  with the  derivation of the 
equations used i n  l inear curve fitting; Appendix B presents  a program listing; 
and Appendix C presents  a sample data case  i l lustrating both program input 
and output. Tables  and figures a r e  also presented to  aid in  the  discussion of 
program development. 
Copies of the TARWON program will  be presented t o  NASA-MSFG in 
deck fo rm and i n  magnetic tape form - s tored  at the NASA-MSFG Computa- 
tion Laboratory - for  program utilization. 
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Section 2 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The purpose of the TAER Wind Conversion P r o g r a m  (TARWON) is to 
compute 1-second velocity data f rom one-tenth second s lant  range,  azimuth and 
elevation (RAE) data as observed while tracking the J imsphere  bal1oo:n with the 
FPS-  16 r ada r  unit at 0.1 -second t ime  intervals  continuously. Section 2 presents 
the equations used  in editing the RAE data to  obtain the 1-second Z (a l t i tude) ,  
s 
Us (zonal), V (meridional) and Ws ( r i se - ra t e )  velocity components. Figures ,  
S 
tables  and discussion of program procedures  a r e  a l so  presented. 
2.1 PROGRAM GENERATED TIME 
P r o g r a m  generated t ime i s  defined a s  a monotonic increasing a r r a y  of 
points in  t ime,  equally spaced by one-tenth second. f b  analysis of t ime as 
recorded by the FPS-16 rada r  unit while tracking the J imsphere  balloon revealed 
that tracking t ime was  recorded erroneously i n  some cases  because of tracking 
e r r o r s  o r  magnetic tape faults. Since possible discontinuities in  t i m e  could arise 
f rom such erroneous recordings of tracking t ime,  the actual tracking Lime i s  
used only a s  a reference and the program-generated t ime  a r r a y  i s  used in 
computations t o  prevent discontinuities in t ime. Time,  when refer red  t o  in 
this  report ,  should be regarded a s  program generated t ime unless  noted other- 
wise. 
EDITING 
The f i r s t  phase of program development, sometimes called a pre-editing 
phase,  i s  concerned with eliminating e r r o r s  in  RAE data  that were  induced by 
tracking e r r o r s  o r  tape unit faults such as bit -dropping during initial recording 
of data. These  induced e r r o r s  a r e  character ized a s  "stray1'  points and data 
gaps (a thorough discussion of these induced e r r o r s  can be found in  Ref. 31, 
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and a r e  eliminated using a least squares linear curve fitting technique, as 
discussed in Appendix A. Program generated time i s  used to obtain the 
equations below for computing the least squares coefficients necessary t o  f i t  
a linear curve through nine values of range, azimuth and elevation data, 
where R, A and E a r e  the a r r ays  of slant range, azimuth and elevation; T K+4 
is the current  iime in seconds associated with the (K+4)th o r  midpoint of the 
nine point a r r ay  and K = K + 8, (K = 1 , 2 , .  . . ). The derivation and discussion 2 
of Eqs. (2.2.1) a r e  presented in Appendix A .  Using Eqs. (2.2.1), midpoints a?f 
the 9-point intervals a r e  computed and denoted a s  midpoint estimates, la 
addition, a tenth point o r  look-ahead estimate i s  computed. The following 
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equations a 1-c used to  computc the n~iclpoint and look-ahc\ad cstil-12atcjs. 
where t and t a r e  the cu r ren t  t imes  of the midpoint and the tenth point 
m 10 
respectively and A denotes estimate.  
Comparisons a r e  made  between (1) the computed midpoint es t imates  and 
the observed midpoint values, and (2) the computed look-ahead est imates  and 
the observed look-ahead values. The comparisons take the form: 
I L. S. Est.  - OBS I < (FACTOR) (RMS ERROR) 
- ~2.2~11;) 
where  the RMS e r r o r  is defined a s  the amount of e r r o r  which can he induced into 
the RAE data by the FPS-16 r a d a r  unit while tracking the J imsphere  balloon, 
The RMS e r r o r s  provided by the radar  unit manufacturer  a r e  5 yards ,  0,01 
degrees and 0.01 degrees f o r  slant range, azimuth angle and elevation angle 
observations respectively (see Ref. 2, the  NASA-MSFC TAER edit program).  
Lockheed-Huntsville as well  a s  Ref. 2 u s e s  a factor of th ree  ( 3 )  f o r  midpoint 
comparisons and fac tors  of twenty (20), fifteen (15) and fifteen (15) for range, 
azimuth and elevation look-ahead comparisons respectively. The factors 
used in the look-ahead comparisons a r e  l a r g e r  than those used in the midpoint 
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cotmparisons sincc the tenth point was  not used in thc original cui-vc hitting. 
If the tolerance t e s t  (Eg. 2.2.3) fails,  the observed value i s  rcplaced with the 
L. S. est imate,  thus removing the s t r ay  point. Look-ahead editing prevents 
inclusion of a s t r ay  point when computing L. S. coefficients f rom the next nine 
points. The general procedure f o r  9 -point editing i s  depicted in F ig ,  1 and 
discussed on the  following page. 
Time (sec)  t 
Fig. 1 - Depiction of Stray Point Removal 
2-4 
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Stray Points 
From Fig. I ,  points 1 through 9 a re  curve-fit to obtain f(t). Using  b ( t ) ,  
E 
estimate is computed for midpoint 5 and compared with the observed value .f 
0 
1 Assuming that the comparison test  fails, the observed value fo i s  replaced with 
The look-ahead point 10 estimate i s  computed and compared wi th  the L 
observed look-ahead point f L  0L' Assuming the comparison test  i s  satisfied, 
no replacements a r e  made and the ')-point editing proceeds to curve f i t  points 
A l 2 through 10, where the previous midpoint replacement value f i s  used in 
curve fitting points 2 through 10. Using the equation describing poiints 2 through 
10, the midpoint estimate 22 for point 6 i s  computed and compared with the 
observed value f of midpoint 6. Assuming the comparison test  i s  satisfied 
0 
" 2  
and no midpoint replacement i s  necessary, the look-ahead estimate f E  is 
- 
computed and compared with the observed look-ahead value, L . Assurn- f o ~  9 
ing that the look-ahead comparison tes t  fails, the observed value f g L  is 
replaced with the computed estimate $ and the 9 point editing process begins L 
anew with points 3 through 11. 
Data Gap 
A discontinuity in tracking data i s  characterized a s  a data gap, Data 
following a data gap appear as many adjacent stray points when compared to 
data preceding the data gap and will be replaced with the computed least 
squares estimates during the look-ahead editing process. A data gap i s  
assumed i f  ten (10) consecutive look-ahead replacements a r e  made. A data 
gap occurrence i s  depicted in Fig. 2 and discussed on the following page, 
2-5 
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Time (sec) t 
Fig. 2 - Depiction of Data Gap Occurrence 
As shown in Fig. 2, points 1 through 9 a r e  curve fitted, look-ahead. point 10 
i s  replaced with the estimated point @ ; points 2 through @ a r e  curve fitted 
and look-ahead point 11 i s  found to be "stray" and i s  replaced with the estimate 
@ ; continuing this process and curve fitting points @through@ , the look- 
ahead point 19 i s  examined. If look-ahead point 19 i s  replaced by estimate 
@ , a data gap i s  assumed to have occurred in the data and all ten replsce- 
ments a re  considered invalid and the original values a r e  restored. After re- 
storation of the original values, points 9 of each a r ray  of range, azimuth and 
elevation, which a r e  the last "good" values of each array,  a r e  repllaced with a 
6 
value of -10 to indicate a data gap follows this point. The curve fitting then 
begins again with points 10 through 18. 
2 - 6 
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2.3 ONE-TENTH SECOND VELOCITY COMPUTATIONS 
One-tenth second velocity components zonal (u), meridional (v) and rise - 
rate (w) with the associated altitude (z) a r e  computed from the one -tenth second 
RAE data. Transformations of slant range, azimuth and elevation a i r e  made 
from spherical coordinates to a rectangular coordinate system whose origin 
i s  at  the earth 's  center; thus accounting for  the earth 's  curvature with the 
rectangular coordinates. The equations for determining X C' Y c and Z (the 
C 
"c" denoting with respect to the earth 's  curvature) are :  
- 1 X X = RE tan s (positive east)  
C Z s  + 
- 1 Y = R tan E (positive north) (2.3.6) C 
t (2 t 
S 
(positive upward) 
where RE, the radius of the earth a t  the Eastern Test Range, Cape Kennedy 
(6 ,  373, 334 meters)  i s  considered to be that of a spherical earth, and 
X = p cose sin$ 
s 
Y = p cose cos$ 
S 
20 = p sine 
S 
(positive east)  
(positive north) 
(positive upward) 
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where 
p - slant range (me te r s )  
8 - elevation (radians)  
$I - azimuth (radians)  
F r o m  Eqs. (2.3. l), one -tenth second velocity components a r e  computed 
using the following relations : 
where At = 0.1 since the data a r e  equally spaced by 0.1 second. 
6 A s  stated previously, a l a rge  negative number, -10 , is used to i d e n t s y  
the presence  of a data gap. If this  la rge  negative quantity i s  encourrtesed at 
some (K+l)th point in the TAER data when computing the 0.1-second velocity 
data, the Kth, (K+l)th and (Kt2)nd values of z ,  u, v and w in Eqs. (2 .3 .2 )  above 
6 
a r e  flagged with the same quantity, -10 , and calculations begin again, 
2.4 ONE SECONDVELOCITY CALCULATIONS 
One-second velocity components, U (zonal), Vs (meridional),  W (rise- 
s s 
ra te )  and Z (altitude) a r e  computed f r o m  the 0.1 -second velocity components 
S 
2- 8 
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using a Martin-Graham low-pass filter. Fifty-five weights a r e  applied over  a 
55-point interval so that the points a r e  equally weighted on cithcr side of the 
midpoint to produce a mi r ro r  image. For  example, the weights for points 1 
and 55 a r e  the same, 2 and 54 a r e  the same, etc. These weights were chosen 
since they provide a desirable frequency response a s  discussed in Ref, 8. 
These weights a r e  presented in Table 1. 
Table 1 
WEIGHTS USED TO OBTAIN SMOOTHED ONE SECOND 
VELOCITY DATA 
Points Weight Points Weight 
The equations used to determine the 1 -second Z (altitude) and velocity corn- 
s 
ponents U (zonal), V (meridional) and W (r ise-ra te)  a r e  the followring. 
S S S 
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where w. a r e  the weights, j = l ,  2, . . . ,28 
J 
1  1 1 , 2 1 . .  . , 1 k = + 1  
where  denotes integral  portion and k has  the range: 1< -k< - 100. 
2- 10 




Computing s ys tem requirements and available program options a r e  
discussed, a s  well a s  each program unit of the TAER Wind Conversion Program.  
3.1 SUMMARY OF PROGRAM OPTIONS 
Several options a r e  available in the TAER Wind Conversion program and 
in summary these a r e :  
An option i s  available for skipping any number of fi les on the TAER 
data tape before processing i s  begun. 
Variable logical t a p e / ~ a s t r a n d  numbers may  be inputted to be used 
in accordance with the various input/output options. See the Input 
Guide. 
An unlimited number of f i les  of TAER data m a y  be processed. The 
number of fi les is input data to  the program. 
Physical record length of TAER data may be 60 words/record or  
600 words/record. The record size is input. 
One-tenth (0.1) second wind velocity components may  be computed. 
If requested, x, y and z transformations a r e  computed f rom the 
TAER data with corrections for the earth 's  curvature and a 0.1 - 
second velocity tape i s  generated. The physical record length of each 
record on tape is 1000 words/record consisting of 250 values of 
altitude, zonal, meridional and r i se - ra te  components. 
An option is available to smooth one-tenth (0.1) second velocity com- 
ponents using the Martin-Graham low-pass filter with fifty-five (55) 
weights and create a tape with one (1) second velocity components. All 
f i les  of 0.1 -second velocity data will be read f rom lo ical unit ND2 and 
al l  files of 1-second velocity data will be written onlogical  unit ND4 
with physical record lengths of 800 words. Each record will consist 
of 200 values of 1 .O-  second velocity components. 
Plotting may  be requested for  TAER data (edited or  unedited) and/or 
1-second velocity data, using program generated time. The SC 4020 
plotter is used for  all plotting. 
All fi les of TAER data need not be edited. If editing is requested, 
two options a r e  available: 
1. Editing midpoints and look-ahead points. 
2. Editing look-ahead points only. 
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e Whether editing of a particular f i le  of TAER data is requested olr not, 
an option i s  available for  skipping any number of records  initially due  
to initial "wild" points o r  due to the presence of an identification 
record which i s  sometimes wri t ten a t  the beginning of each file of data. 
Each of the above options will be discussed in the following subsections 
and in Section 4,  the Input Guide. 
3.2 COMPUTING REQUIREMENTS 
The hardware and software requirements ,  core  s torage requirements  
and program run t imes for  the TAER Wind Conversion program a r e  discussed 
with the following p a ~ a g r a p h s .  
3.2.1 Hardware and Software Requirements 
Effort was  made to provide the program use r  with an efficient third 
generation computer program which could be used on the Univac 1108, Exec 8 
multiprocessing sys tem available a t  NASA-MSFC. Both FORTRAN IV and 
FORTRAN V languages a r e  utilized in  the program. 
3.2.2 Core  Storage Utilized 
The amount of s torage required for  program operation i s  a s  follows: 
e IBANK - 14,682 
e DBANK - 15-, 800 
Total 30,482 words 
3.2.3 P rogram Run Time 
A timing study was made  to determine the program run t ime required 
to edit one file of TAER data  to obtain one file of 1-secondvelocitydata.  Editing 
options (1) midpoint/look-ahead editing and (2) look-ahead editing on1 y were  used 
to obtain the following run t imes:  
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Three assumptions were  made to obtain the t imes above. They a r e :  
o One F i l e  of TAER data consisted of 600 words/record and 
contained an  average of 125 r e c o r d s / ~ i l e .  
o No Plotting required.  
P rogram execution t ime on the Univac 1108, Exec 8 multiprocessing 
sys tem cannot be determined exactly; a reasonable average must  be a s s m e d ,  
Experience with this sys tem reveals  that execution t ime for a sample case  
can v a r y  a s  much as 25% when i t  i s  executed severa l  t imes.  
3.3 MAIN PROGRAM 
The main program is basically a dr iver  to all subprograms necessary  
to perform the following tasks :  
e Edit 0.1-second TAER data.  
o Plot the 0.1 -second TAER data (edited o r  unedited). 
e Compute Xc, Yc and Zc transformations of the TAER data acco'untirag 
for the ea r th ' s  curvature.  
e Create  an edited 0.1-second TAER data tape. 
e Create  a 0.1-second wind velocity data tape with altitude and zonal, 
meridional and r i s e - r a t e  velocity components. 
Crea te  a 1-second wind velocity data tape containing altitude a n d  zonal ,  
meridional and r i s e - r a t e  velocity components using a Mart in-Graham 
low-pass filtering technique. 
3.4 SUBPROGRAMS 
The subprograms referenced by the main program a r e  of two forms:  
(1) entry points within a subroutine and (2)  subroutines. Ent ry  points are 
used to combine s imi lar  o r  related operations and to minimize the comfiexity 
and physical s i ze  of the program. 
3 - 3  
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The following subprograms a r e  referenced by the main  program: 
e TAPE e EDITL 
e PLOTT e TRANS 
e CALCOF e OUTPUT 
e EDITM e FILTER 
In addition, sys t em routines fo r  I/O operations, SC 4020 plotting and 
ar i thmetic  operations a r e  utilized. 
CALCOF 
Subroutine CALCOF is referenced if editing of TAER data is requested. 
The purpose of CALCOF is to  compute the necessa ry  coefficients to  f i t  least 
squares  curves of degree one through nine points of s lant  range, azimuth and 
elevation a s  a function of equally spaced points in time. The equations f o r  this 
operation a r e  presented in Section 2. 
The calling sequence f o r  CALCOF is: 
CALL CALCOF (K) 
where K is the subscript  of the f i r s t  of nine points of the TAER data arrays  t o  
be used in curve fitting and K has  the range 1 I K  L_1000. 
EDITM 
Subprogram EDITM is a n  ent ry  point located within subroutine CALGOF 
and is referenced if midpoint editing is desired.  Within CALCOF, a s  mentioned 
previously, nine points of range, azimuth and elevation a r e  used to determine 
s ix unique leas t  squares  coefficients, s ee  Eqs. (2.2.3), which descr ibe  th ree  
l inear  curve f i t s  over these data. Using these three  leas t  squares  fits,,  the mid- 
points of each nine point interval a r e  computed and compared with the original 
3 - 4  
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values to locate "stray" points. A point is considered "stray" i f  the am 
difference of the original and l eas t  squares estimate exceeds a specific tolerance. 
Tolerances of 15.0 ~ d ,  0.03 deg and 0.03 deg a r e  used for midpoint comparisons 
when editing range, azimuth and elevation respectively. Values of range, azi- 
muth or elevation data which fail these tolerance tests  a r e  replaced with the 
leas t  squares estimate and the program flag ICOFER i s  se t  to allow the data 
to be printed out and studied. Figure 1, page 2-4, i s  an example of midpoint 
replacements. The mathematical equations for these comparisons axe pre- 
sented in Section 2 .  
The calling sequence for EDITM is: 
GALL EDITM (KS4) 
where K t 4  is the subscript of the midpoints of the nine data values of the range, 
azimuth and elevation a r r a y s  and K has the range: 1 5 K <_ 1000. 
EDITL 
Subprogram EDITL is an entry point located within subroutine CALCOF 
and i s  referenced to search for "stray11 points and gaps in range, azimuth and 
elevation data. Data gaps a r e  defined a s  missing TAER data values .within a 
specified time interval which force the functions of range, azimuth and elevation 
(RAE data) versus  time to be discontinuous. EDITL analyzes one point ahead of 
the original nine values of range, azimuth and elevation used in determining the 
leas t  squares coefficients to check for extreme variation in the following data 
and to reduce the possibility of using "stray1' points in  computing the next set 
of coefficients. The linear equations, determined from the s ix previously 
computed coefficients for range, azimuth and elevation l eas t  squares est imates,  
a r e  used to extrapolate projected estimates of these RAE data a t  the next point 
(or  tenth point). See Eqs. (2.2.2), page 2-3 .  The projected values and observed 
values a r e  compared a s  in the midpoint editing. The tolerances used in the 
tenth or  look-ahead point comparisons a r e  100 yd, 0.15 deg and 0.15 deg for 
the range, azimuth and elevation respectively. Observed values of RAE data 
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which exceed the projected values by the appropriate tolerances a r e  replaced 
with the projected or leas t  squares estimate and the program flag ICOFER is 
se t  to allow the data to be printed. Unlike EDITM, an  e r r o r  counter (KOUNT) 
i s  used in EDITL to count the number of replacements. I£ 10 consecutive re fe r -  
ences to EDITL resul t  in replacements,  a data gap is assumed to have been en- 
countered, the replacements a r e  considered invalid, and the original observed 
values of RAE data a r e  restored.  To indicate this data gap, the l a s t  "ggood" 
values of range, azimuth and elevation (see Fig. 2) preceding the occurrence 
6 
of the data gap a r e  se t  equal to the value -10 . The current  point counter K 
i s  then modified to allow the 9-point curve fitting to begin again with the values 
of RAE data immediately following the flagged values, and the e r r o r  (counter 
KOUN T i s  r einitializ ed . 
The equations used in EDITL a r e  in Section 2. 
The calling sequence for  EDITL is :  
CALL EDITL (K) 
where K i s  the subscript of the f i r s t  values of RAE data used in the leas t  
squares curve fitting. Note that Kt9  will be the subscript of the look-ahead 
values of range, azimuth and elevation. 
TRANS 
Subprogram TRANS is an  entry point within subroutine CALCOF which 
i s  referenced to t ransform the values of slant range, azimuth and elevation 
f rom spherical coordinates into rectangular coordinates with a correction for 
the ear th ' s  curvature to allow one-tenth second velocity data to be computed 
later  in the main program. The equations used in computing the t ransforma- 
tions a re  in Section 2. 
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The calling sequence for  TRANS i s  : 
CALL TRANS (R ,A,E ,XC,YC,ZC)  
where  R ,  A and E a r e  given values of slant range, azimuth and elevation re -  
spectively, and XC, Y C  and ZC a r e  the resulting car tes ian  coordinates. 
OUTPUT 
Subprogram OUTPUT i s  a general  purpose 1/0 package which contains 
the entry point TAPE. Subroutine OUTPUT i s  referenced when detailed print-  
out i s  requested for the edited RAE data (noting that re.placements were  made 
during editing) and the 0.1-second velocity data that were  computed from the edited 
RAE data.  All data printed will  be f r o m  the WARAY, located in  the labeled 
common block TRANl, which will  contain either the TAER data o r  the velocity 
data,  depending upon when subroutine OUTPUT is called. The calling sequence 
of subroutine OUTPUT i s :  
CALL OUTPUT (TITLE) 
where TITLE i s  a five (5) word Hollerith a r r a y  used to  identify the data being 
printed. 
TAPE 
Subroutine TAPE is an entry point within subroutine OUTPUT and i s  
referenced f rom a l l  program units requiring 1/0 operations on devicaes other 
than 5 , 6  and 7. 
Ent ry  point TAPE contains logic necessary  to  allow all output devices to be 
used in  a FORTRAN mode for  Fas t rand  utilization o r  a non-FORTRAN mode for 
tape utilization. The non-FOR TRAN mode is considered m o r e  desirable  far 
production work since physical record  s ize  of data can be controlled to conserve 
the amount of tape used and the I/O t r ans fe r s  a r e  fas te r  in  the non-FORTRAN 
mode. The non-FORTRAN/FORTRAN mode option is controlled by the variable 
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IFOR ( s e e  input  guide,  Section 4), which is input as z e r o  (0)  f o r  the non- 
FORTRAN m o d e  and input  as one (1) f o r  the FORTRAN mode .  The FORTRAN 
m o d e  u t i l i zes  t h e  FORTRAN V language.  
The following table  dep ic t s  the opera t ions  tha t  a r e  ava i l ab le  in en t ry  
point T A P E .  
Tab le  2 
LIST O F  PROGRAM 1/0 OPERATIONS 
Wri te  
Read 
Open Buf fe r s  & 
Rewind 
C l o s e  Buf fe r s  
End F i l e  & 
Rewind 
Rewind Only 
End File Only 
Skip Files 
Skip R e c o r d s  
C A L L  WRITER (NT, 2, IER, NW, A R M Y )  
C A L L  R E D T P R  (NT, 2, IERR, NWR, NW, A R W Y )  
C A L L  O P E N  (NT, 1,2*) 
C A L L  CLOSE (NT, 2) 
C A L L  CLOSE (NT, 4), C A L L  O P E N  (NT, 1 , 2 )  
C A L L  CLOSE (NT, 3) 
C A L L  SKFBIN (NT, IARG, IERR) 
C A L L  SKRBIN (NT, IARG, IERR) 
FORTRAN Mode,  IFOR = 1 
Option 
- . - 
Command 
Wri te  
Read 
Rewind Only 
End F i l e  & 
Rewind 
Rewind Only 
End F i l e  Only 
I/O S ta tement  
WRITE (NT) (ARRAY (NJ) ,  NJ  = 1, NW) * #< READ (NT, END = 170) (ARRAY (NS), N J  = 1, NW$ 
REWIND NT 
END F I L E  NT, REWIND NT 
REWIND NT 
END F I L E  NT 
* 
In teger  specifying buffer s i z e  t o  be  used f o r  the  File NT. T h i s  option added 
t o  NASA-MSFC E x e c  8 s y s t e m  26 Apr i l  1971. 
** Only FORTRAN V s t a t e m e n t  used  i n  p r o g r a m .  
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As shown in Table 2 ,  options 7 and 8 cannot be used in the FORTRAN 
mode. These options a r e  restr icted to use with the TAER data input tape, 
Also, option 2 in the FORTRAN mode involves use of the special non-formatted 
read command available on the 1108 system. The purpose of i t s  use is to detect 
end-of-file marks  on the one-tenth second velocity tape when creating a cane 
second velocity data tape. 
The ability to detect an  end-of-file m a r k  in the FORTRAN mode is 
extremely useful when using the 1108, since output devices can be a s  signed 
a s  either tapes o r  Fastrand. This flexibility was used extensively dur ing pro- 
g r a m  checkout. The calling sequence fo r  entry point TAPE i s  of the general  
form: 
CALL TAPE (IUNIT, IOP, IARG, ARRAY, IERR) 
where 
IUNIT The logical unit number fo r  the I/O request. 
IOP I/O option to be performed (see  Table 2). 
IARG Number of words to be t ransferred to/from unit number IUNIT -- 
fo r  options 1 and 2. 
= 0 fo r  options 3 through 6. 
= number of f i les  of TAER data to skip on unit IUNIT before processing 
data - option 7 only. 
= number of records of TAER data to skip on unit IUNIT b e f o r e  
processing data - option 8 only. 
ARRAY Storage loca t ionofda ta tobe t rans fe r red to / f romuni t IUN.BT-  
f o r  options 1 and 2. 
- N/A fo r  a l l  other options. The variable DUM is used in the 
calling sequence fo r  a l l  other options. 
IERR E r r o r  status of the read request - option 2. 
= 1 - t ransmission of data valid. 
= 2 - end of file encountered during read. 
= 3 o r  4 - redundancy during read request. 
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PLOTT 
Subroutine PLOTT i s  referenced i f  data a r e  to  be plotted, utilizing the 
SC 4020 plotter.  Four  (4) options a r e  available within subroutine PLOTT,  
1. Open plot f i le  buffers. 
2. Compute min imum and maximum values  of TAER data 
a r r a y s  to be plotted l a t e r  using option 3 .  
3 .  Plot  TAER data,  th ree  gr ids  per f r ame .  
4. Close plot f i le  buffers. 
In addition, options 1 and 4 a r e  referenced i f  one (1) second velocity plots are 
requested.  
The calling sequence for  subroutine PLOTT i s :  
CALL PLOTT (IOP) 
where  IOP i s  the option within PLOTT to be performed.  
SCRND 
Subroutine SCRND i s  referenced by subroutine PLOTT to obtain rounded 
up/off maximum and minimum values  of data  to be plotted. SCRND is an 1108 
sys t ems  routine normally  referenced by the 1108 plot routines.  
The calling sequence for  subroutine SCRND i s :  
CALL SCRND (XMAX, XMIN, X2, X1) 
where  
XMAX, XMIN Maximum and minimum values of some  
a r r a y  X to be plotted. 
Rounded up/off values of XMAX and XMIN, 
respectively,  to be used a s  suitable end 
points fo r  the SC 4020 gr id .  
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F o r  additional information concerning SCRND, s e e  page 10.21.4,l- 16 of 
the Univac 1108 Programmer  Procedures  Manual. 
FILTER 
Subroutine FILTER is referenced i f  one second wind velocity clomgonents 
a r e  to be computed f rom the one-tenth second velocity components previously 
written on logical I/O Unit ND2. FILTER provides the logic necessary  to apply 
the Martin-Graham low-pass fi l ter (discussed in  detail in Refs. 1 and 4) to the 
0.1-sec velocity components using a fifty-five (55) point smoothing procedure,  
one weight per point. The equations used in  the smoothing procedure acre pre- 
sented in Section 2. The low-pass fi l ter i s  applied to al l  f i les of 0.1-sec 
velocity data furnished via logical Unit ND2. At the completion of each f i le ,  
the remaining data  a r e  processed to  fo rm the final record  of data for that file. 
The remaining unused locations in the final record a r e  filled with ze ros .  All 
1 -second velocity data a r e  writ ten on logical Unit ND4. 
One-second velocity data plots may be requested via program option, 
see  the Input Guide, using the SC 4020 routine QUIK3V. 
The calling sequence for  FILTER i s  
CALL FILTER 
The input/output unit numbers ,  ND2 and ND4; number of f i les  to process, 
NFILES; and the plotting option variable IPLOT a r e  t ransfer red  via labeled 
common UNITS. 
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Section 4 s e r v e s  as a u s e r ' s  guide f o r  inputting data into the TAER W i n d  
Conversion P rogram,  TARWON. Included in this section i s  the input format s f  
each data ca rd ,  a brief discussion of each variable ,  the basic deck set-up, 
a sample instruction card and examples of SAVE labels  which mus t  be used to 
save the generated output tapes.  
4.1 CARD INPUT 
The following is a list of the input var iables  and the i r  input farmat. 
Card Variables Format 
1 ISKIP, NDl, NFILES, NWPREC, ND3, (1  116) 
ITRAN, ND2, IFILTR, ND4, IPLOT, IFOR 
2 :* IEDIT, NREC (2:16) 
"Card 2 i s  repeated f o r  each f i le  of TAER data processed.  A C a r d  2 
will be read NFILES t imes.  
4.2 DESCRIPTION O F  INPUT VARIABLES 
Variable Description 
ISKIP Number of f i les  to  skip on input tape ND1 before processing 
TAER data. 
Logical tape number containing the TAER data. If NDP i s  
input a s  zero ,  logical unit 8 is used. 
NFILES Number of f i les  of TAER data to  process .  All need not be 
edited. F i l e s  that a r e  t o  be skipped a r e  not included, 
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Variable Description 
NWPREC Number of words p e r  physical record of TAER data supplied 
via logical unit ND1. Only two options a r e  available: 60 






I F  OR 
IEDIT 
NREC 
Logical unit number fo r  edited TAER data to  be written, If 
ND3 i s  input a s  zero,  ND3 is se t  t o  logical unit number 10, 
but is not referenced unless IEDIT (which i s  discussed l a t e r )  
becomes nonzero. 
# 0 Compute x, y and z coordinates f rom edited olr unedited 
TAER data (using correct ions for  the ea r th ' s  curvatmre)and 
f rom these values,  compute 0.1-second velocity compol-nents 
writing these data on logical unit NDZ. 
= 0 Do not compute x, y and z coordinates and do not c rea te  
--
a 0.1-second velocity tape. 
Logical unit number f o r  0.1-second velocity components to be 
written. If ND2 is input a s  zero,  ND2 i s  set  to  logical unit 9, 
but is not referenced unless  ITRAN is nonzero. 
# 0 Compute 1-second velocity components f rom the 0.1-second 
velocity components stored on unit ND2 and wr i te  the resulting 
data on unit ND4. If this option i s  requested, ITIRAN is se t  
equal to one since 0.1-second velocities must  be computed, 
= 0 Do not compute 1-second velocity components. 
Logical unit number fo r  1 -second velocity data to be wr i t ten ,  
If ND4 i s  input a s  zero ,  ND4 will be se t  to  logical unit 1 1  but 
will not be referenced unless  IFILTR i s  nonzero. 
= 0 No plots. 
= 1 Plot TAER data (edited o r  unedited) only. 
= 2 Plot 1-second velocity data only. 
= 3 Plot both options 1 and 2. 
= 0 Generate output tapes in  non-FORTRAN mode. 
= 1 Generate output tapes in FORTRAN mode. 
= 0 Do not edit this file of TAER data.  
= 1 Edit midpoints and look-ahead points in this f i le of  
TAER data.  
= 2 Edit look-ahead points only in this file. 
f 0 Skip NREC records  on this file of TAER data before 
processing (whether editing is requested or  not). 
= 0 Do not sk ip  any records  on this file before processing 
(whether editing is requested o r  not). 
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4 .  5 '1'All:R IDA?'A IN PUT T A P E  FORMAT 
' 1 ' 1 ) ( ,  'I'A14;lt ( la la  input. lapct is asnurnc!rl to he written in IBM 7094 floating 
point binary a s  illustrated in the deck set-up,  Subsection 4.7. The "'W" option 
on assign card  1 denotes this assumption. If the TAER data  input tape is  
wri t ten in Univac floating point binary, the "W" option mus t  be removed, The 
format  s t ruc ture  i s  of two forms:  
1. 60 word physical records,  each block containing 10 values of 
TAER data (6 words per 0.1-second time s tep) .  
2. 600 word physical records ,  each block containing 100 values 
of TAER data.  (6 words per 0.1-second t ime s tep) .  
Word Data 
Time i n  hours  
Time i n  seconds 
Slant range in yards  
Azimuth in degrees  
Elevation in degrees  
Radar number 
Time in hours  
Time in seconds (word 2 -I- 0.1 -second) 
Same a s  6 
Time in hours  
Elevation in degrees  
Same as 6 
':'If data a r e  wri t ten in 60 word physical. records,  word 60 i s  last word 
of that record. 
Words 1 and 6 of each 0.1-second t ime s t ep  a r e  not utilized. In some 
cases ,  a 9 word tape identification record may  appear a s  the f i r s t  record on 
each file. This identification record i s  skipped using the "skip r e c o r d "  option 
described ea r l i e r  in this section. 
4.4 EDITED TAER DATA OUTPUT TAPE FORMAT 
An edited TAER data  tape will be written i f  requested via program 
option. A s  stated previously in this report ,  all output tapes may  be written 
in  a non-FORTRAN mode o r  a FORTRAN mode. If the non-FORTRAN m o d e  is 
requested, data will be wri t ten in 1000 word physical word records .  U s e  of 
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the FORTRAN mode will  resul t  in  1000 word logical records.  Each 1000 w o r d  
record  contains 250 values of tracking t ime,  slant range, azimuth an61 eleva- 










Time i n  seconds (Tracking) 
Range in  yards  
Azimuth in  degrees 
Elevation in  degrees 
Word 1 f 0.1 second 
Range in yards  
Elevation in degrees 
4.5 ONE-TENTH SECOND VELOCITY OUTPUT TAPE FORMAT 
A one-tenth second velocity output tape will  be wri t ten i f  requested via 
program option. Data will  be wri t ten i n  e i ther  1000 word physical records 
o r  1000 word logical records  depending upon the mode (FORTRAN ojr non- 
FORTRAN) requested. Each  1000 word record  contains 250 values of each 
velocity component descr ibed below. The format  s t ruc ture  i s  four words  per 










Altitude (m)  
Zonal ( m - s e c - l )  
Meridional ( m  s e c - l )  
Rise- ra te  ( m  sec") 
Same a s  1 
Same a s  2 
Same a s  4 
4.6 ONE SECOND VELOCITY OUTPUT TAPE FORMAT 
A one second velocity output tape i s  wri t ten i f  requested via p~rogram 
option. Data a r e  wri t ten in ei ther  800 words per  physical record (non-FORTRAN 
mode) o r  800 words per  logical record  (FORTRAN mode). Each 800 w o r d  
record  contains 200 values of each velocity component descr ibed on the follow - 
ing page. The format  s t ruc ture  is four words pe r  one second t ime  step as 
follows : 
4 -4 












Zonal ( m  s e c - l )  
Meridional (m s e c - l )  
Rise  r a t e  (m s e c - l )  
Same a s  1 
Same a s  2 
Same as 4 
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4.7 DECKSETUPFORUNIVAC 1108, E X E C 8  
Exec Control 








The "M" and "W" options appearing on the f i r s t  assign card indicate that 
the input tape containing the raw TAER data is writ ten in medium dens i ty  (556 
BPI)  and in IBM 7094 floating point binary. The absence of M and VV implies 
high density (800 BPI) and 1108 floating point binary repectively. The symbol 
llA1l denotes the m a s t e r  space 7/8 punch. 
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4.8 INSTRUCTION CARD F O R M A T  
---- -..--- --- 
1108 RUN REQUEST EL INSTRUCTIONS 
pp - - -  
DOES THIS JOB HAVE A RESTART PROCEDURE? 01 YES ~ N O  
EST .  CPU RUN TIME CORE SIZE PUNCH 
10 1 3 0 ~  I - HRS. M I N S .  
0 OVER 





OPERATOR COMMENTSI a SEE TECH. SEE OPER. 
MSFC - F o r m  3019 (Rev Aucyumt 1969) 0 OVER 
t~ EXEC VIII 
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0 SPECIAL FORMS 
TYPE COPIES 
LMSC-HREC D225043 
4 . 9  SAVE LABEL FORMAT 
The following S A V E  Zabc.1 f o r ~ ~ i a t  is uscd on thc. XTnivac 1108 S Y Y ~ ~ ~ R ) .  
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Appendix A 
METHOD OF LEAST SQUARES LINEAR CURVE FITTING 
FOR DISCRETE EQUALLY SPACED DATA POINTS 
INVESTIGATION AND APPLICATION 




The method of l eas t  squares  i s  employed extensively in the TAER WIND 
CONVERSION PROGRAM, TARWON, in sea rch  of "stray" points and disconkin - 
uities in the observed TAER (Time,  - - Azimuth, - Elevation and - Range) data, Each 
of the observed TAER data a r e  approximated with a l inear  least  squares  approx- 
imation of the form 
where C and C must  be determined and t ime is the independent variable in 
0 1 
seconds. Omitting the rigorous theory of leas t  squares ,  it i s  t rue  that the 
above coefficients, Co and C1 must  be computed such that 
is a minimum for  a l l  t i=l,  2 , .  . . , N where Pi(t) = Co + Clti is the approximating i' 
polynomial of degree one (1) and y.(t) a r e  the observed data values a t  the  ith points. 
1 
Using calculus and taking part ia l  derivatives of S with respec t  to  C and 5, w e  
0 
obtain the following equations respectively. 
and 
(A, 1 - 2 )  
Solving these equations simultaneously, equations for  C and C1, below, are 
0 
obtained which produce an absolute minimum. 
(A. 1.3) 
(A. 1.4) 
These equations for  Go and C a r e  considered the c lass ica l  equations for 1 
computing a l inear  leas t  squares  approximation of N d iscre te  data points and 
were  used initially in developing the TAER WIND CONVERSION PROGRAM with 
good resul ts .  As development of the program proceeded, numerical  errors w e r e  
encountered i n  the curve fitting procedure which led t o  a study of these equa- 
tions. The resul ts  of the study found the classical  equations f o r  Co and C1 
t o  be inappropriate when applied to  the TAER data due to the magnitude of I-he 
independent variable,  t ime. 
Analytically speaking, it can be proved that the denominator, which we 
shal l  denote a s  D, can never be zero.  The proof will be omitted since it can 
be found in  any numerical  analysis textbook. Numerically speaking however, 
the denominator D can be zero.  It was found that a s  the magnitudes of the 
N N 
2 quantities z ( 1 1 C  ti and increased,  the difference of these two 
i=l i=l i= 1 
quantities, D, while being perfectly acceptable analytically, became numerically 
unacceptable. The usable single precision computer word s ize available on 
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both the IBM 7094 and Univac 1108 sys tems provide decimal  accuracy to  only 
eight places and therefore resulted i n  divisions by z e r o  and consequently 
numcrical  e r r o r s  induced into the data. In addition, an  observation was made 
that e r r o r s  were  induced infrequently on the IBM 7094 computing sys tem and 
v e r y  frequently using the Univac 1108 computing system. This observation can 
be attributed to  the differences in handling floating point divisions by z e r o  on 
the two computing systems.  Figure A-1 depicts a typical example of e r r o r s  
being induced into the TAER data a s  a resu l t  of dividing by zero.  
It should be noted a t  this t ime that the c lass ica l  equations for  computing 
the coefficients Co and C1, Eqs.  (A. 1.3) and (A. 1.4) respectively, a r e  general 
equations and a r e  in no way res t r ic t ive  to  equally or  unequally spaced d a t a ,  
Two approaches were  considered to  eliminate possible divisions by zero :  
the u s e  of double-precision in the computations and a re-evaluation of Eqs, (A. 1.3) 
and (A.l.4) to  ref lect  the equally spaced property of the independent variable 
t ime associated with TAER data. Due to  the la rge  amounts of data normally 
processed when editing, the u s e  of double precis ion was fel t  unwise since 
p rogram run t ime would be great ly  increased.  Therefore,  a re-derivation 
of the equations for  Co and C was decided upon that would ref lect  the equally 1 
spaced property that exis ts  with the TAER data and provide new equations for  
C and C1 m o r e  suitable for  computer application. The re-derivation and 0 
method of programming is presented herein.  
P4 
T I M E  ( S E C I  
Fig.  A- 1 - Example of Induced E r r o r s  in Curve Fitting (Points 11, 
a r e  Values of Azimuth that were  Induced into the data R 
Divisions by Zero)  
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A.2 DERIVATION 
Equation (A.1.4) may be written in the general  f o r m  
where K=l ,  2, . . . , N, K = K + K:g and K::< is the number of data points minus 2 
one to  be used in  the curve fitting. Since the denominator in  the equation above, 
which we shall  again denote a s  D, is identical to the denominator in  the equa - 
tion for  Co, Eq. (A. 1.3), the discussion concerning D above i s  sufficient for 
this analysis.  F o r  convenience we shal l  omit the use  of i under the summation 
symbols unless  clarification is fel t  needed. We can now le t  
where t. a r e  equally spaced points in t ime by a quantity At. Fur thermore  
1 
l e t  ti+l> ti"=l, 2 , .  . . s o  that we construct an infinite sequence of points of 
the form: 
whose s u m  i s  defined a s  
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such that we have 
fo r  a l l  i. 
By definition the K~~~ part ia l  s u m  of Eq. (A.Z.3) is defined a s  
t h  
and likewise, the (K- 1) par t ia l  s u m  can be written a s  
K- 1 
s = At C n .  = K (K-1) At 
PK- 1 1 1 
Since the identity i s  t rue  
substituting the equations for  the par t ia l  sums into the equation above yields 
the following . 
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Sinlilarly, let u s  construct an infinite sequence of points where 
S 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
= (At) 1 , (At) 2 , (At) 3 , 
n 3 
whose s u m  can be defined a s  
such that we have 
We know a l so  by definition that the K~~~ par t ia l  s u m  of Eq. (A.2.5) i s  defined 
a s  
th  
and likewise the (K- 1) par t ia l  s u m  would be 
Since 
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then by substituting the values of par t ia l  sums above we get 
Substituting Eqs. (A.2.4) and (A.2.6) into Eq. (A.2.2), D becomes 
which can be written generally a s  
The equation of D above redefines the denominator of Eq. (A.2.1) which by 
observation can be seen to  be a function of At and the number of points used 
in the curve fitting only; the var iable  t ime, ti, being eliminated completely 
since we have equally spaced points in  t ime. 
F r o m  Eq. (A.2. I ) ,  we le t  Q denote the numerator  s o  that 
We shal l  now rederive Q for  suitable p rogram application. 
Since the independent var iable  t ime, t, always takes the fo rm 
t. = ti-1 
1 
+ A t  , 
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i t  follows in genera l  that 
which reduces to  
and finally through the use  of par t ia l  sums to 
where K=1,2, . . . , N, K2 = K + K: and where K" is the number of points to 
be used in the curve fitting minus one. 
Using the identity for  t .  in Eq. (A.2.9), it follows that 
1 
and f r o m  Eq. (A.2.10) 
A - 8  
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which when substituted into the equation for  Q (A.2.8) and reduced yields 
which finally reduces to 
K2 
At Q = -  2 (K2 
We have now redefined the numerator Q and denominator D of Eq, (A,Z,B) 
for  use with equally spaced data. Substituting the values of Q and D into the 
equation for C we get 1 
Now that the coefficient C has been re-evaluated in a fo rm more suitable 1 
for  computer application, we can a lso  r e  -evaluate the y-intercept or coefficient 
A-9 
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F r o m  Eq. (A. 1.1) we know that 
can be expressed generally a s  
Solving for  Co f r o m  the la t te r  equation we get  
and since we have the expression 
f r o m  Eq. (A.2. lo) ,  it follows that by substitution 
We have now derived two new equations for  C1 and Co, Eqs. (A.2.12) and 
(A.2.13) respectively,  which can be used to  f i t  a given number of eq~lal ly spaced 
points with a l inear  l eas t  squares  approximation. 
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An application of these  new equations fo r  C and C i s  presented in  the 
0 1 
following s e c tion. 
A.3 APPLICATION 
This  sect ion per ta ins  t o  Eqs.  (A.2.12) and (A.2.13) and the i r  application 
i n  the TAER 'JirIND CONVERSION PROGRAM. 
As  mentioned previously  i n  th is  repor t ,  nine equally spaced (by .l second) 
TAER data  po in t s  a r e  used i n  the  l e a s t  squa re s  curve  fitting procedure  of the 
TAER 'if IND CONVERSION PROGRAM. Therefore  we  know the following: 
and 
Substituting these  known quanti t ies into Eqs.  (A.2.12) and (A.2.13) respect ively ,  
we obtain the following equations. 
and 
A- 11 
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where 
The equations for  Co and C above can now be applied to  curve fitting 1 
the TAER data. Upon comparison of the above equations with the c lass ica l  
equations fo r  Co and C Eqs. (A.1.3) and (A.1.4) respectively,  one can see 
that the denominators have been eliminated s o  that they do not appear in the 
above equations. Another observation is that only the value of t ime at the 
midpoint of the nine points i s  actually used in  the curve fitting. 
The FORTRAN programming procedure using the above equations is 
presented in general  by the following s tatements  
where  TIME is the independent variable,  Y is the dependent var iable  and K 
has  the range: 1 1  K 11000.  
Results of applying the above procedure to the induced e r r o r s  depicted 
in Fig. A- 1 ,  page A-3, a r e  presented in Fig.  A-2. Comparison of the two 
figures shows that the s t r a y  points P1, P2, P and P in Fig.  A-1 have been 3 4 
eliminated using the new procedure. 
A-12 
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F ig .  A-2  - Example of Removal of Induced E r r o r s  in Curve Fitting 
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XP 1 OPOfl 2 " 0 3 U 4 2  X5A DOOD R  0 0 0 P 4 0  Y Y 1  OFPO R  0 0 0 0 5 1  YP1  
Z r  1 OoOO R 0 0 0 C 5 2  Z F 1  n 0 0 0  R  P C C 0 4 4  Z S A  
T A E R  W I h J O  C O N V E R S I O ' J  P R O G R A M  TER 
TER 
- TAR'JOFI - TER 
TER 
OEVCLOPZD 'Y J O H N  T Y 5 0 N  TER 
LO"KFtEED-HUNTSV I L L E  TER 
D C P T  ? 4 / 5 n  E Y T  4 1 1  T  E  R  
M A Y *  1 9 7 1  TER 
T  E R  
TER 
* ALL  T A E R  DATA RECOQD'; ARFS NOT !JSFO. I F  T H E  D O - L O 7 P  R E A D I N G  * TER 
* I P i P U T  CATA 0 3 E S  b!OT CCPPI E T E  N C ? Y A L L Y ,  TQOGRAV P R C C E S S I h G  * TER 
* FOR TI-II\T F I L E  W T L L  T - R " I t ' A T E  9h!D P 9 0 r E S 5 I F I S  OF THE NEXT F I L E  * TER 
* W I L L  CCtA"FNCF.  * TER 
* T S Y I P  - YUFIBFR O F  F I L F S  TO CIC S K I P D E I )  ON T H E  I N P ' J T  T A D €  * TCH 
* P E F G R F  P R 0 C E C ; S I h G  I S  P F L I I N .  * TER 
* N9EC - V 4 R 1 4 p L E  I Y O U T  V I A  I N P I I T  CAR0 TO I N D I C A T E  NUMqEX OF * TER 
* r l E c o Q r 1 5  T O  SKIP C N  T ~ P T  p~~~~~~~~~ FILE C U E  T O  WILD F O T F I T S .  * TER 
TER 
* + * * * * *  E D I T  P R O C F D U R F * * * + * * * * * *  TER 
O - 0 0  YOT E D I T  T E Q  
1 - F D I T  P T C P O I N T S  ANC L A S T  P O I h T S .  TER 
Z - F O I T  L I S T  P O I N T S  OFILY. TER 
I T  E  R  
* * * * * *  P L O T  PROCEDURE * * * * * + *  T E  R 
IPLOT = o - r10 P L O T S .  T E R  
= 1 - D L C T  TAF?  DATA Oh'LY TER 
r: 2 .- P L O T  CNE 5EC V F L  ONL'Y. TER 
= 3 - " L O T  t30T' l  1 4 N 0  9. TE R  
COItMOh / T A P E V /  T  l 1 1 0 C )  tFiAl4GE I I l r 0 I  , A 2  I 1  !Of ) I  E L E V f 1  Ira ) ( T I Y E  ( l l @ C ) ? T E R  
I A A [ G ' l f l )  T t R  
CVPMON / C O I T l /  KOUNT t I T L A G "  I I C n T E P  f ER 
COMMON / f R b N l /  V A U A Y  ( l l i f l C )  TElr' 
CGVt'Oh' / I JF ! ITS /  ' \ ' 0 1 ~ I . I P 2 ~ P ! D 3 v N C 4 i ~ 1 F I L E S t 1 P L C T ~  IF('& TER 
DATA C 1 / . 9 1 4 4 0 1 8 3 /  , C ? / . 0 1 7 4 5 3 2 Q / *  I S A O / n /  TE R 
I t \ lTEGER F I L E ,  Fhtt lV TER 
1 F 4 3  [ 5 r 3 ? n )  I W I P  , N r ) l v Y F I ~ - F _ 5 , \ ' l s ' P R E C t N D 3 t I T R A N ,  PJD2v I F I L T I ' Y  Y O 4 t I P L O T E R  
l T , I F O R  T  E  R  
TER 
IF ( V C I  . F O . O )  ~ l o l r n  TER 
I F  ( U D ? , r I O , C )  h ' n ? = 9  TLI,? 
I F  ( N C 3 , E O . C )  h C Z = l o  TER 
I F  ( N D u , r Q . Q )  N 3 4 7 1 1  T t t 1  
I F  ( I F I I  TR, I \E ,p )  I T R G h - 1  T E F  
rf '7 
1 . i h I T E  I F r T 3 ( ! )  ' S K i P , V P f  t I : F T L ' \ t F ' u ' P Q E C ~ 7 T F i P h ' r h U 7 ~ I F ! L F R r i ' r ~ t  I P L C ' f v I T E i l  
l C O Q  T C R  
* T t r i T r L  P F ' I ~ P  C F  u n : r c  ~ L I  ( I r t P l l r )  rric V D ?  ~ ~ P X T F : ~  ~ U T F L I T ) .  T F H  
C A L L  T 2 r r  (ti  I , ~ , Q , I ) I I ' ~ ~ T ~ I ~ v  r r  I) 
I F  f I T D d P  . N F a r )  C:)LL 7 ' 1 '  f ' b ' n 7 r 7 ¶ r  r i / l i W ' r I I I i - f ; )  ICF; 
0 0 0 0  R  0 0 0 0 4 3  YSA 
-. 
I F  ( I 5 K I P . E O . O )  C O  TC 1 C  
C  * 4 E f i I N  P P O C E S S I V G  F I L f  NUVRER ' I S K I P + l ' .  * 
C A L L  T A P E  ( N 0 1 ~ 7 9  I ? K I F , T U M I I ~ ~ R " )  
I F  ( I E 7 R . M E . O )  W R I T E  ( 6 9 3 7 0 )  I E R P  
C 
IPLOTT:" 
I F  ( I P L O T . F O  .1 .OR . I P L C 7 . E C C 3 1  T P L O T T E l  
1 0  F I L E - 0  
I F I R S T - r  
I F  (NUP? 'C .EQ.50)  5 0  TO 2 0  
M M F X T - I D 1  
hip= 1  no 
P A X P = l l l r  
t 4 A X I - 1  1 
I F  ( N L P P F C . E O . 6 0 0 )  G O  T C  3 r  
W P I T E  f G 1 3 R 9 )  NWPREC 
G G  T O  ?10  
2'1 P N E X T = 1 1  
b'PZl!l 
, Y A X ? = l " l ' l  
I I A X I -  1 0 1  
C 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I ) * * * * * * * * " + * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
r t ~ t t j f ~ j t j j ~ t j j t L + j C 4 j t ~ * t * 4 j + * * * ~ ~ * * * * * * *  
3 0  N R Z L  
F I L E x F  I L F + 1  
T F  f I P L C T T . E O . 1 )  C A L L  F L C T T  ( 1 1  
READ ( 7 , 3 2 7 )  I c O I T  lN l?Cr  
C * S K I P  b P E C  R E r O R r S  OF R 0 1  SECAUSE OF W I L D  P O I h T .  * 
I F  f  U R r f . N E . 3 )  C A L L  TQI'E ( " D l ,  ' l r  NREC,DUrC* IERR)  
V R I T E  ( 6 , 3 4 0 )  f E O I T , F I L E v b i T 3  
c * INITIAL TZCII~ID O F  ONIT r4n-s (FDITEO T A E R  OIITPIIT). * 
I F  ( I E D T T . E G . 0 1  G O  T O  4 C  
I F  ( I F I ? S T . E O . I )  G O  TO 4 0  
C A L L  T A D F  ( R D 3 ,  3 9 P 9 C U f 1 r  I C R P  1 
I F I R S T : 1  
4 0  I T = - ]  
r4z 1  
b!Pr 1 
,- 
C  * * * + t * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
5P 0 0  7 0  I = F J l I r P A X I  
NZ 1 
C 4 C L  T d D E  I N 0 1 9 7 r N W P Q E ' o  4 A 9  [ E R Q )  
I F  ( I E Q S - 2 )  6Or2'=i[l*3PC 
60 9 0  7n L = l  r Y P  
! T = I T + l  
T I Y f ( M ) : . l * F L 0 4 T  [ I T )  
T ( v 1 z A k  ( * , + I  1 
' 7 A Y  i'i " ' t r j , a r h ! f 7 )  
A 7 { ' ' ) = & P  ( b + 7 )  
c L C V ( ? d l  = b A f h + 4 )  
N Z E ! I ' ;  
7 q  MZf1+  1 
r 
IF ( I * L ! 3 T T . F t ~ . l )  C C L L  ' L O T T  ( 2 )  
TER 5 1 0  
T E 9  5 2 0  
TER 5 3 0  
- 
TER 5 4 0  
TER 5 5 0  
TER 5 6 0  
TER 5 7 0  
TER 5 8 0  
TER 5 9 0  
TER 6 0 0  
TER 6 1 0  
TER GZO 
TER 6 3 0  
TER 6 4 0  
TER 6 5 0  
TER 6 6 0  
TER 6 7 0  
TER GRO 
TER € 3 0  
T E R  7 n O  
TER 7 1 0  
TER 7 2 0  
T t R  7 3 0  
TER 7 4 0  
TER 7 5 0  
TER 7 6 0  
TER 7 7 0  
TER 7 8 0  
TER 7 9 0  
TER 8 0 0  
TER 8 1 C  
TER 0 2 0  
TER 8 3 0  
TER 3 4 0  
TER 8 5 0  
TER 8 6 0  
T E R  E 7 0  
TER OR0 
T E R  P98 
T E H  9 0 0  
TER 9 1 0  
T E R  9 2 0  
TER 9 3 0  
TEQ 9 4 0  
TER 050 
T E 4  O 6 0  
T i R  a 7 C  
T F R  9 6 0  
T E R  q Q O  
T t R  I 0 0 0  
l E f i  l C l D  
T E i i  1 0 7 C  
T E P  1 P 7 i 3  
T C 7  l C 4 C  
T t ?  ? C L P  
T E I ?  1 0 5 0  
D A T E  0 5 1 4 7 1  PAGE 4  I 
K OIJY T=(! TER 1 0 7 0  
I F L  AGN- 1 TER 1 0 8 0  
ICOFER-17 TER 1 0 9 0  
Y r ro  TER 1 1 0 0  
* t * t * t t * * * * * t c * t * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  TER 1 1 1 0  
K = K + 1  TER 1 1 2 0  
DRT I S  T H E  T I ? f E  I N T E 9 V A L  TER 1 1 3 0  
@ f i T = T ( K + l ) - T ( K )  TER 1 1 4 0  
I F  ( DRT.GT. l l .OR.DQT.LT..! l9?) I J R r T E  1 6 , 3 3 0 )  K , T ( K l  r  ORT TEQ 1 1 5 0  
I F  ( 1 E n I T . F Q . O )  GO TO I l P  TER 1 1 6 0  
C 4 L L  C A L C O F  I K  TER 1 1 7 0  
G O  TO ( 9 f l r l G G ) r  I E D I T  T E Q  l l R C  
C A L L  E n I T h l  ( K + 4 )  TER 11 q 0  
C A L L  E D I T L  f K )  TER 1 2 P 0  
I F  ( K . F % l ' l O f ? )  5 0  TO 1 7 0  T i 2  1 2 1 0  
6 0  TO R T  TER 1 2 2 0  
* * ** t~ t+**+* t* t * *** t ***+f+* t t t * *** f ***************************  TER 1 2 3 0  
I F  1 I P L o T T . E Q . l )  C A L L  F L O T T  ( 3 )  TER 1 2 4 0  
I F  1 K O U X T . E Q . O )  GO T O  1 3 f  TER 1 2 5 0  
W R I T F  ( 6 9 4 ' 7 0 )  KClUhT TER 1 2 6 0  
I F  ( I T R 1 N + I C D I T )  7 6 0 t Z r n i  l a 0  TER 1 2 7 0  
TER 1 7 8 0  
I F  ( I T P A Y  . E Q . O )  SO TO 1 5 f  TER 1 2 9 0  
P = C l * R A Y C E ( l )  TER 1 3 r 0  
4 x C ; I * A 7 (  1 ) TER 1 3 1 0  
E = C Z * E L F V l  I ) TER 1 3 2 0  
C A L L  T 9 A N S  ( R v 9 r E t X M l r Y t 4 1 t Z Y l )  TER 13311 
R = C l * R A b ! C E f 2 )  TER 1 3 4 G  
4 = C Z * A 7 1 7 1  T E 4  1 3 5 0  
E = C Z * E L E V I Z  TER 1 3 6 0  
C A L L  Tn f iNS ( R r 4 r t ~ X S h r Y 5 A t 7 S A )  TER 1 3 7 0  
L N - 3  TER 1 3 8 0  
h!U-1 TER 1 3 9 0  
* * * * * * t + + * * + * t * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  TER 1 4 0 0  
0 0  2 5 0  I = 1 * 4  T E H  1 4 1 0  
I F  ( I E @ I T , E Q . O I  G O  T O  1 7 n  TEA J 4 2 P  
DO 1G9 C:1*250 TEt? 1 4 3 0  
t4Jz4*1 - 7  TEW 1 4 4 0  
t ~ I k ' ? A Y ( ~ ( . l ) 2 T t N t I )  T E R  ! ( J 5 0  
W A P A Y  ( M J + l ) - R A b l G I I  ( N U )  TER l i 1 C 0  
V A 9 A Y (  N J + Z ) = A 7  ( N U )  TER 1 4 7 0  
WAQAY ( h T L t 3 ) z E L r V  [ N U )  TER 1 4 P C  
NU=Nl l+  1 TEI? 1 4 9 0  
* Y R I T F  FRTTEC! TDAE Oh LNIT N n 7 .  * TER 1 5 0 0  
C A L L  T b n r  ( M t ' 3 , 1 , l R C J , , ! A ~ f i Y , I E P R )  TER 1 5 1 0  
I F  ( 1 C C ' F E R . P . C . Q )  C P L L  r L T P l l f  ( 7 C H  D R I N T C U T  OF .! S F C  T A E P  D A T A  ) T E R  15?n 
I F  ( I T ? I N . E O . O )  G O  T ?  T E r l  1 5 3 C  
T F l l  ! ? 4 0  
* G A P  O C T 1 J Q R i I N C E  A T  i-Clri! I / '  CA11CcY CIJR.'EPlT VI\LIIFC, * T C d  1 5 5 0  
* A T  ~ r ~ h i  I - . J I M J + I * ' * J + ?  T O  P C  ~ H P ! \ U E ~  T O  - l ( ' * * 6  * TrF: l 5 F O  
n 0  33r! L : l r ? 5 "  v E 9  1571; 
E.'J:li*L-7 TER : 5 P 0  
T F  ( ~ c n ~ r , ~ { , , w  )-- T "  l q l ~  T ~ i ,  1 5 ~ 0  
X r  ( I k A r , n F , , )  i P  T C  l i r  T i k  I h P P  
Fr t ' Q q ' 4 > ' - [ t  h 1 } * - T a - j * - +  ) C C  T O  j c ) n  T C 1 ?  iilO 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































D A T E  0 5 1 4 7 1  
C T E R  7 1 9 0  
c * EMP F I L E  ONLY.  * TER 7 2 0 0  
7 9 1  TF ( I T R 4 V . N E . C )  C A L L  T d P E  ( V D Z ~ ~ ~ O v O U M ~ I E R R )  T E 2  2 2 1 0  
+ 
I F  ( I F n I T . M E . 0 )  C b L L  T J F P  ( Y E 3  r F r C e C I J P t  I F F R )  TER 2 2 2 6  
C  INCO+l?LETE NFLl *?€COP0 L E N G T H  TER 2 2 3 0  
I t ' l x I  -1 TER 2 2 4 0  
F V I I I M - I S Y  I P + F  I L T  TER 2 2 5 0  
W R I T E  ( C 9 3 6 0 )  f N U k ' 9 I " l  r Y R  TER 7 2 6 0  
I F  ( I P L ' 7 T T . E Q . l )  C A L L  P L O T T  ( '1) TER 2 2 7 0  
IF (FIL~.CF.I\FIL=S) G C  T C  '1r) T E R  2 2 a 0  
GO TO 7;7 TER 7 2 9 0  
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + 4 * * * * *  TER 2 3 0 0  
C + * + ~ * * * + + t * * * * * t ~ * + t f * * * t * ~ * ~ * * * t * t * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  T E t i  2 3 1 0  
C TER 2 3 2 @  
30 '1 !v'RTTE ( 6 r 4 1 C )  TERl? TER 2 3 3 0  
r' * R E ~ ~ I ~ J P  UNIT b ln l .  * TER 2 3 4 0  
3 1 f l  C A L L  T 3 P E  ( Y D l v S * f l * D L J M r I € R ? )  TER 2 3 5 0  
c * C L O S F  III \  T T T  1.102 A N D  9 ~ 3  L~/EFI~FIL:E n t r o  REMIYO. * T E R  2 3 6 0  
TF ( I T P I N . M F . 0 )  C A L L  T V P '  ( N D 2 9 4 r i l v O U M v I E Q R )  TER 7 3 7 0  
I F  ( I E D I T . h f t - . O )  C A L L  T h F E  f b l P 7 t Q  1C!'9CUtAr I E i ; R )  TEH 2 3 P C  
1' ( 1 F I L T R . G T . q )  C A L L  F I L T F R  TER 7 3 9 0  
STOP TER 7 4 0 0  
C TER 2 4 1 0  
3 2 r  F O R h A T  ( 1 3 I F )  TER 2 4 7 D  
33') FOPFIAT t G H 1  S K Z P I 7 9 1 S H  F I L r S  F Q O H  T A P E I 2 9 1 S H  B'F04 '  P K O C F S S I Y G / 2 X 4 T E R  3 4 7 0  
10HVUk lBFR OF F I L E S  TO PF P R n S E Y C E D  I S  I r t / 2 X 4 0 H P , U M B E R  @ F  WORPS TER 2 4 4 0  
2 0 F 9  PHYC;TCAL R r C O l ? D  TS 1 4 / 2 Y 7 Y I T b ' A I l i  = I 2 r 4 5 H - O ' J T P U T  . 1  SECOND V E L O T E R  2 4 5 0  
3 C I T Y  PATA l ? U V W )  O N  UN I T I F / ~ X 7 H 1 F I L T K = I ?  94Ci t r -OUTPUT ONE SFCONE VELOTER 2 4 6 C  
4 C I T Y  D 4 T A  ON U Y I T I S / ~ X 5 ~ Y P I O T T I ' ~ G - ( D t I \ t O I d F )  9 1 1 1  F E C  V C L ) p T E R  ? u 7 0  
5 ( 3 ? 8 0 T H  1 ARD I P L C T  = I ? / 7 X C H I F O K = I ? )  TER 2 4 B G  
7 4 0  F O Z t l b T  I 2 X 7 H I E D I T  - 1 2 ,  'nY FOR D V O C C S S I V G  F I L E 1 7 r 2 0 1 i  OUTPI IT 0 4 T A  ONTER 2 4 9 0  
1 I J h l I T I 3 )  TER 2 5 P O  
35'l FO9MAT l / 1 4 h  €'!!I O F  e E r Q R 2 I 3 r 5 9  F I L E I 3 / )  TER 2 5 1 0  
3 F r  F 0 4 r 1 A T  I / / ? l H  P R G C F S S I E G  O F  F I L F  trU119En 1 7 1 2 7 1 -  OF I N P U T  T d P E  I S  COTER 352P 
l t l f ' L E T E . / ?  5 9  THE R E M 4 I h J i " l r j  1 3 ? 7 7 H  prCOk'QS V E R E  VOT l l S E D . / 5 2 H  THE NUTER 2 5 7 0  
2 " P T P  OF ?ErGKD? C P F A T E r  Ph OUTPUT T A P E ( S )  I S  I Q / l F l )  TER 2 5 4 0  
27il TGrJ i tAT 121ttl < R F c O R  !dH1Lz ' iKTPPI~* IG  F I L f S - 1 3 1  TER 2 5 5 0  
3 f iP  FORI IAT  I PI, F l b ! P " C C L I 5  TER 2 5 6 0  
'5711 F O q t l A f  ( / 7 W 1 B 1 4 T 4 [ " -  T r ' r  ERIZI?~? T(1(1' ,3k1) = F l l . 2 r Y H  D17T Z F 1 1 . 2 )  5 C R  2 5 7 0  
4 @ @  FORMAT ( 4 1 H  AT TVF C\ IC CF l r C O  PO1:PIT P c : C C E i C t  I ( O I f N T = 1 5 )  TER 2 5 e 0  
4 l n  FO9ElAT I / l O X S 9 Y T A P F  ER'OR - I E Q R  = 1 2 )  TER 2 5 9 0  
r1.1 D  TER Z E D @  
PACE E l 
COMPILATION: NO DIAFXOFTICS. 


D A T E  O F 1 4 7 1  
T I M l O = T T " F ( K l O )  C O F  6 5 0  
Y = C O E F D + C O E F l * T I f 4 I O  C O F  6 6 0  
X = C O F F C 9 + C O E F l  l r T I M 1 f l  C O F  6 7 0  -- 
Z = C O F F C T + C f i k F l F * T I P l O  C O F  6 8 C  
? D I F 0  T c  T H E  R A l d G C  1 3 I F F E R F V r E  F O R  L O n K - A - H E A D  C O F  690 
C  D I F I P  I C  [ H E  A 7 I P U T H  C T F F E Q E N C E  FOf? L O O K - A - H E A P  C O F  7 f l O  
C D I F 2 P  TS T Y F  E L T V A T I O Y  P T F F f R C N C C  F O P  L O O K - A - H E A D  C O F  7 1 0  
D IFUZARY I P ~ N G E  1 ~ 1 r 1 - y  1 T O T  7 ? n  
D I F l Q = 4 5 Z (  1 7 ( H l n ) - X )  C O F  7 3 C  
C l F ? f l = A P S I E L t V ( K l O ) - 2 )  C O F  7 4 0  
I F L A G L Z T F L  A G N  C O T  7 5 0  
I F L A G & - P  C O F  7 6 0  
I F  ( ( D I F ' 7 . G T . l r l 0 . t  .O?. ( O I F 1 O o G T s  - 1 5 )  . O Q . ( D I F Z O  G T  1 ) Z F L A G N Z l  C O F  7 7 0  
I F  ( (  I F L  A T b 1 + I F L A G L )  .NE ' 2 1  C 0  T O  q @  C O F  7 8 0  
K O U N T = K O U N T + l  C O F  7 9 0  
I C O F C R Z I  C O T  S C C  
V R I T F  ( ' 1  1 l C )  K O l l N T  C O F  8 1 0  
c P V E l K Q t ' h T s 1  ) = Q E b ! C F  ( K I T )  C O F  8 ? P  
S A V t ( K Q N b J T s ? ) = 4 Z ( K l C l )  C O F  8 7 0  
7 A V t (  H O I I h ' T ~ 3 1 ~ E L E V  ( K l C )  C O F  P 4 0  
I F  ( D I C T . L C . l O ~ . ! ' )  5 0  T 3  5 P  C O F  8 5 0  
k i i I T C  ( F  1 1 5 C I )  R k h G F  ( ~ ( 1 ' ) 1 Y 1 T I M F ( K l P ) 1 [ ! T F O  C O F  e G o  
PANG;( V 17 ) = Y  C O F  8 7 0  
5 r  I F  ( D I F l n . L E . O . I S )  C O  TC E P  C O F  8 8 0  
' J 9 I T F  ( S 1 1 ' 5 0 )  A Z ( K l O ) i ~ ~ T I 1 ' F l K I 1 0 )  s O I F 1 0  C O F  8 9 0  
A Z l I ' l O ) = X  C O F  9 P O  
5 0  I F  ( O r C  ? Q . L E . O . l S )  G O  TO 7 P  T O F  9 1 0  
VRITE ( r  * 1 7 n )  E L C V ( K I C ) ~ Z ~ T I ~ ~ E ( K ~ @ )  t ~ ~ C 2 ~  C O F  0 2 0  
E L E V ( K l " ) = l  C O F  9 3 0  
7 P  C O N T T N I J E  C O F  9 4 0  
I F  ~ t ~ O I I l < l . M E . l f l )  GO TO l f l o  C O F  9 5 0  
K l ' = P , l C ' - l  C C O F  9 F 0  
D O  9 0  K K Y 9 : l e l q  C O F  9 7 0  
K K = t ( K + l  C O F  9 R O  
" k V G r ( K K )  = S A V E I K Y K 9 , 1 )  C O F  9 9 0  
A Z ( K K  ) = c A V C ( K K K q v 2 )  C O F  1 C 0 0  
an F L F V ( K I O = S & V E ~ K K K 3 1 3 )  C O F  1010 
K z K - 1  C O F  1 C ? @  
4 4 y a r (  Y ) = -  1 .T+G C O F  ~ U S B  
A Z ( K ) = - I . F + 6  C O F  1 0 1 k O  
F L E V ( K  =-1 . f + 6  C O F  1 0 5 0  
9 C  I F L A G & - I  C O F  1060 
K O l I N T = O  C O F  1 0 7 0  
C C O F  l O P O  
~ n n  P E T U R N  C O F  i n 9 0  
C C O F  1 1 0 0  
F N T R Y  T ? f i N S t r ? r A a F L  v X T P Y T ~ ? ~ !  C O F  1110 
X = Q * C O S I E C ) * S I h f  ( A )  C O F  1 1 2 0  
Y = P * C O ? l E L  I + C O < ( A )  r 0 F  1 1 3 0  
7 C 7 - R + \ I \ I r C ) + P F  C O F  l l4r 
X I z R r ~ A i Z Y  ( X / Z C 3 )  r 0 F  1 1 5 0  
Y T x 9 f  + G T A b . [ Y / 5 O R T  L X * * ? ? Z C 3 * * 7 )  ) C O F  1 1 F P  
~ T = \ ~ I ~ T ( Y  + * z + ~ ~ ~ * + z + Y * * z ~ - ~ ~ E  rrll- 1 1  70  
P r T l J " "  C i i f  1 l F O  
r 17 F 1 1  Q r l  
I :r F G P I ~ A T  1 7 t 4  t , ~ u l i  T Z I S )  C U F  ! ? n r  
P A G E  C I 
1 2 1 *  
1 ZZ*  
1 ? 3 *  
1 2 4 *  
1 2 5 *  
1 2 6 *  
127  * 
DATE 0 5 1 4 7 1  
1 2 r  FORMAT ( 7 P  RANGE=F lZ i .S t?H  Y = F 1 7 , 5 ~ 6 H  T T t 8 E = F 1 2 . 2 r 7 H  @ I F  r r 1 3 . 5 )  C O F  1 2 1 0  
1 3 0  FORIIAT ( 7 H  A Z  2F13 .593Y  Y=Fl '3.5,6H T I M E = F 1 2 . 2 , 7 H  @ I F 1  ~ F 1 3 . 5 )  COF 1 2 2 0  
1 4 n  cG?MAT (7 t4  ELEV ~ F 1 3 . 5 ~ 3 H  7 = F 1 3 . 5 v f i H  T ? M C = F 1 2 . ? * 7 H  @ I F 2  r F 1 3 . 5 )  COF 1 2 3 0  - 
1 5 7  TG7'44T ( 7 H  RANGE=F13.5r  3H Y rF183 .5 r6H  T I I I E = F l Z . ?  , 7 H  O I F O  =F 1 3 . 5 )  COF 1 2 4 0  
1 6 0  FDR"IA1 f 7 H  A2 = F 1 3 . 5 + 3 H  X - F l 7 . 5 t 6 H  ' ITF 'FzF12.? ,7H D I F l O = F 1 3 . 5 )  COF 1 2 5 0  
1 7 0  FORM4T ( 7 H  E L F V  ~ F 1 3 . 5 ,  3'4 71F17.5rGH TTME=F lZ .Z ,7H  D I F Z O = F 1 3 . 5 !  COF 1 2 G 0  
E N D  COF 1 2 7 0  










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SW (KC ) = q U Y W  F I L  l l G C  
Y J-4 * K C -  3  F I L  1170  
P R A Y ( > l J ) = S 7 ( K C I  F I L  1180  
A R A Y  (MJ+1 ) = S U ( K C )  F I L  1 1 9 0  
A9AY(H.J+2)=SV(KC) F I L  1 2 0 0  
1 1 0  ARAY(b'J+31=SV(KC) F I L  1 2 1 0  
IF (IEMl1.E0.U) G O  T O  17r F I L  1 2 2 0  
KCl=LI* I . (C+l  F I L  1 2 3 0  
WRITE ( F I Z I C )  KC1 F I L  1240  
00  l 7 C I  t ' J=KCl rn f lO  F I L  1250  
1 2 C  AKAY(WJ)=C. F I L  12F0 
5 0  T O  :",I F I L  1270  
C F I L  1260  
C 1: * * *& * * * F I L  1 2 9 0  
C * C A Q R Y  OVER THE LAST 750 P O I N T S  AND R E T U E N  T O  REAC NEXT 1 0 0 0  * F I L  1 3 n 0  
C * POINTS. * F I L  1 3 1 0  
C * * 1 * * * * F I L  1 3 7 0  
c F I L  1330  
130 nO l 4 f  I = l r 2 5 0  F I L  1 3 4 0  
M=T+10nP F I L  1 3 5 0  
7 ( I  ) = Z ( w I  F I L  13'0 
U ( I ) = U ( t ' )  = I L  1 3 7 0  
V ( I  )=V(P1)  F I L  1 3 0 0  
14 f l  W f  1)  = \ l f b f )  F I L  1390  
14=250 F I L  1 4 0 0  
INAX-4 F I L  1 4 1 0  
I F  (KC.LT.ZOCJ) CO T C  Sp F I L  1470  
C F I L  1430  
150 NRFCrFlPFC+l F I L  1 4 4 0  
I F  ( IPLOT.LT.2 )  G O  T O  1 6 0  F I L  1 4 5 0  
CALL QUIK3V ( - 7 9  I S Y b 4  v bCrXv A C C Y  I -K rvTvS7 1 F I L  14FG 
CALL OkJTK3V ( + ? ,  ISYi4tArOXtFCOY~t-KCt'T vS'J) F I L  1470  
CALL GtIIU3V ( - 7 t I S Y M t A C P X v R T C Y ~ - K C v T v S U )  F I L  148'2 
CALL QIJTY3V ( + ? P  ISYYtATQXvCCDY P - K C P T ~ S V )  F I L  1490  
16 f l  K 1 - 1  F I L  1 5 0 0  
I K =  1 F I L  1 5 1 0  
I F  (KC. fT.100)  GO T O  17r F I L  1520  
K?=KC/'  F I L  1 5 7 0  
KIZZK2 F I L  151iP 
G O  T O  I s 0  F I L  1550  
17F I K - 2  F I L  1 5 6 0  
Y 2 x 5 0  F I L  1570  
KR-50 F I L  15813 
1 9 Q  VRITE ( 6 , 3 2 0 )  F I L  1 5 9 0  
O O  120 I=H1,K2  F I L  16PO 
TKQ-I+KR F I L  1 6 1 0  
1 9 0  W R I T E  ( E v 3 3 C  T I P S ~ ( I >  P C L  ( I ? ~ S V t l ) ~ 5 i u ' f I ~ t T t I ! t I V ~ ~ 5 i  i I K F  ! P ~ U ~ I K ~ ? ! ~ S F I L  1 6 2 G  
l V ( I K 9 )  r S W ( I X R l r T ( 1 K R )  F I L  1630  
I F  ( I K * r O , I  G O  T O  2 U C  F I L  l G 4 0  
K 1-  i r j l  F I L  1 6 5 C  
K I I ( K C - I ' C ) / ~ + ~ ? ~  T I L  l t C U  
Y R = K ? -  I T 7  FIL 1670 
I/ = 1 r:L I F P "  
iF ( Y i - v l  2 1 0 1 1  7 ~ r l S O  F I L  l G q O  
2ri1 ~ i ? - r " q r ( i " r ~ 7 1  r ii. IT?!? 
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SAMPLE DATA CASE 
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC D225043 
The following values were  assigned to input var iables  to obtain 
a sample case: 
ISKIP = 0 
NDI = 0 
NFILES = 1 
NWPREC = 600 
ND3 = 0 
ITRAN = 1 
ND2 = 0 
IFILTR = 1 
ND4 = 0 
IPLOT = 3 
IFOR = 1 
IEDIT = 2 
NREC = 1 
F o r  a discription of these input variables,  s ee  the Input Guide, Section 4, 
The resulting printed output and selected graphic examples of edited 0.  l -second 
TAER data and 1-second velocity component output is presented herein.  
C- i  
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC D225043 
PRINTED OUTPUT O F  
SAMPLE CASE 
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
DATE 0 5 1 4 7 1  PAGE 2 
S X T g  fl F I L F 5  F90M TAPr 4 q r T O " E  PSOCESSTV; 
F . l ! ' ^ r r F  CF F I L C S  TO a F  PQOCFSSFC IC 1 
h + ' J M n f Q  OF We205 P f ' 7  L " ! Y S I r f i L  9 K C 0 9 D  I C  ' P C  
I T P A I d  : I - O U T F U T  - 1  STCGhP V c L C C I T Y  IIATA [ 'LVL.)  Oh' C ' N I T  9 
I F I L T ? =  1-OIJTPUT OiqE <CCO' !Q  V C L O C I T Y  nATA 0 ' 1  1 I U I T  11 
P L C T T l k G - ( L T R C N F I ~ ( ~ V T A E R I V  ( 2 ~ 1  SFC V E L I  v f 3 , F n T H  1 AL'P 2 )  I F L C T  = 3 
I r o n =  1 
l r q T T  = 2 F O Q  PROCECSIQC F!LC 1 OUTPUT DATA 61' U q I T  I n  
TADE T I M E  ERROR T (  9 3 8 )  = 1 1 9 . 6 0  DRT = 
Eh" CF PECCRD 1 F I L E  1 
F A D  OF SFCCRD 2 F I L E  1 
EkP OF RCCORD 3 F I L F  1 
E A R  C.F PECORC 4 F I L E  1 
f l \ D  DF RECCRD 5 f lLr 1 
F b i '  OF P E C C W O  6 F T L E  1 
C?,? DF CCCCPU 7 F I L E  1 
E h F  C F  r E C O n D  8 F I L E  1 
T A P E  T I P E  F R R O R  T (  4 1 9 )  = 267 .00  D R T  = 
TA"E T I M E  ERROR T I  4 8 3 )  = 2 7 4 . 3 0  O R T  = 
T 4 P E  T I M F  FRROR T (  4 8 8  I = 27Q.90  OFT = 
E N 9  OF TECORD 9 F I L E  1 
C N ?  PI- 9 t C O P O  10 F I L E  1 
i u  i ni- ~ ' C J Q O  11  f ICF I 
: l " J r r  " 5 C O R l :  1: cI1.F I 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ENn O F  ? E C O 9 0  7 3  F I L E  1 
p r ? i h l T O U T  OF - 1  S E C  TAER D A T A  
1859.9' l  27P44 .92  6!?.67 
lEEC.  Z C  2 7 C 4 6 . 8 7  C0.67  
1863.51  2 7 0 5 0 . 7 8  6 0 . 6 7  
I 6 6 C . C C  27P5F .F4  Fl3.66 
l R q l . l ?  ?7 f !6R.36  G 0  .t;G 
I f i G l . 4 C  2 7 P 7 0 .  3 1  FG.66 
1 3 ~ 1 . 7 0  2 7 n 7 6 . 1 7  6 2 . 6 6  
18G2.PC 27CF2.P: F r  . S 6  
18F,2 .  717 2 7 0 8 3 . 9 8  F C . 6 6  
l R F 2 . f . C  7 7 C 9 3 . 7 5  F 9  .EG 
1 8 r  2.?1 ?7:735.7? F.2. 6 7  
1E63.2'" 2 7 1 @ ? .  5 2  GC.67 
l R F 3 . 5 J  2 7 1 ~ 1 3 . 5 2  6 0 . 6 7  
1 ~ 6 3 . ~ ~  2 7 1 1 1 . 3 3  ~r . c 7  
15;*4.11 2 7 1 1 3 . 1 R  6 0 . 5 7  
18 f , 4 . oC  2 7 1 ? 1 . " 9  EP.67 
1 0 5 4 . 7 f l  Z 7 1 2 q . S l  6 3 . 6 7  
1 8 6 5 .  I ;P ? 7 1 3 ? .  9 1  fC.Gi. 
1 5 6 5 .  30 2 7 1 3 Q . 5 7  GCl.68 
! P f , 5 . h T  2 7 1 4 7 . 5 8  E i !  . 68  
16G5 .99  27 !5? .  34 6 0 . 6 3  
I R C 6 . 7 C  2 7 1 5 4 . 7 C  F C  .GR 
! 9 6 6 . 5 ?  2 7 1 6 2 . 1 1  Gi;. 5 9  
1EEC.P: 2 7 l b F . C 2  65.6'3 
18G7 .10  2 7 1 7 1 . 9 7  6 0 . 6 9  
1867.111' 7 7 1 7 5 . 7 8  f C.7U 
1RC7 .70  2 7 1 7 7 . 7 3  5:. 7L; 
IOF?,.11i? 2 7 1 P 5 . 5 5  FC.7G 
l O C 4 .  3q  2 7 ! " 9 . 4 5  G 0 . 7 ~ l  
I R F t < . F '  ? 7 1 9 7 . 2 7  FC . 7[; 
l X G R . 9 0  2 7 1  9!3.?2 6 0 . 7 0  
1 8 E 9 . 2 f  27?0R .98  6 0 .  7 0  
1 8 G ? . 5 1  ? 7 ? 1 2 . 9 9  6r1.73 
1 8 ~ 5 . 8 "  277211, 7 i i  F0 .7 l i  
! u 7 g ,  1-1 2 7 ; 3 2 6 . 5 b  5rj 7 3  
i 0 7 n . 4 ~  272'2.142 ~ u . 7 ~  
. 1 8 7 6 . 7 0  2 7 2 3 Q . 7 8  5 0 . 7 0  
1 8 7 1  . f ? f  2 7 2 4 0 .  2 3  FC.70 
1 9 7 1 .  3f? 27 '46 .09  6 0 . 7 3  
1 E 7 1  . 6 r  2 7 2 5 1 . 9 5  ~ n . 7 1  
1 5 7 ! . 9 5  2 7 7 5 3 . 9 1  6 0 . 7 1  
I f ? ? , ? "  277C. I .  7 2  C,?.71 
1 8 7 2 . 5 7  2 7 2 5 3 . 5 7  6 0 . 7 1  
l h7? .GC 2 7 2 7 7 , u 4  C C ,  7  ! 
I A 7 3 .  1.7 "7;77.:i$ q 0 . 7 1  
1 F 7 1 , 4 r  1 7 7 F 5 e 1 1  F(1.71 
1 A 7 7 , 7 '  1 7 7 3 1 . 7 2  6 ! ! J l  
i 8 7 L i .  Cr? 2 7 ? ? h ,  07  FC ' -71  
IR714, 3 2  ' 7 3 f j 2 . 7 , $  6 0 e 7 1  
1 P 7 Q . ( - , C  ? i 7 $ 4 , h 1 3  ' !-I . 7 1 
197[+ ,9 f '  i7:i4,45 :; ri 7 1 
! 8 7 5 . Z C  2 7 1 ? 5 .  3 1  c y .  7 2  
DATE 0 5 1 4 7 1  
1 8 7 5 .  5"  7 7 Z 2 6 . 1 7  
lJ375.Cn 7772R .  l ?  
1 8 7 6 . 1 C  2 7 3 3 3 . 9 0  
1 8 7 6 . 4 0  2 7 1 3 5 . 9 4  
!A?&. 7C 273L13.75 
1 8 7 7 . 0 2  2 7 3 5 1  - 5 6  
1 8 7 7 .  3 C  2 7 3 5 1 . 5 6  
1 8 7 7 . 6 7  ?75.?3.?3 
1877 .4C  2 7 3 6 1 . 7 3  
I 8 7 R . L G  27375.f l t2 
!F?F?. 5 C  2 7 1 7 6 . Q 5  
187n.??3 2 7 7 3 5 . 7 2  
1 8 7 4 . 1 5  2 7 ? ? 0 . 6 ?  
1 R79 .47  7 7 3 9 4 . 5 3  
1 8 7 9 . 7 '  2 7 4 0 ? .  34  
l R W . 0 2  2 7 4 2 4 ,  i C  
IOAC.  3 P  2 7 0 1 7 . 1 1  
1 8 R 0 . 6 0  2741Li .TG 
?8PO.!?Ci  2 7 4 1 P . 0 2  
1811 .2C  2 7 4 2 3 . 9 3  
1RP I .  E f  ? 7 Q ? l . 6 Y  
In'?!. 9 0  271437.50 
1 8 3 2 . 1 C  2 7 4 4 5 . 3 1  
1 3 q 2 . L l 7  ?7!151.17 
1 6 3 2 . 7 C  2 7 Q 5 3 . 1 2  
1 8 9 3 . 3 3  2 7 4 6 0 . 9 4  
18 f l 3 .ZT  ? 7 4 6 4 . q 4  
1 8 s  3.6'2 2 7 4 7 P . 7 0  
l E R 7 . 9 r  2 7 4 7 P . 5 7  
1 3 9 4 . 2 2  2 7 4 8 2 . 4 2  
1RF4.  5 C  2 7 4 P R . 2 3  
1821 t . 8n  7 7 4 9 0 . ? 3  
FI;TI:TCIJT OF .1 5 E C  VEL D A T A  
'3 r, 2 3 . g:, 9 . 5 0  
96?5.11Ll 9.PU 
?i;~ 5 . 3 7 zn, 7 0  
:; <. ? r G ?s L ??.I t7 
96'9. 7 5  7  * 56 
C ; C ' ! , ! ' - ?  7,t",g 
7 6 3 2 . 7 5  2 1 . 9 7  
, 36 32.  P 7  7.66 
' 3 6 3 5 . 6 2  2 1  . ' t G  
96 37 . ?5  8 .67  
9c.3 7. sn 5 . 5 5  
:C : a .  r 7  0. P O  
q 5 t ! q 3  7~ 2 7 , 9 !  
5 6 ( 1 ? . 7 5  ? G e n 2  
9611 3, S ?  2 ? , 5 4  
1351:r.:~ 2 0 -  ! '1 
" 3 . i  7.5n I G , ~ ~ :  
c. ; L; ! , C t: 1 6 . P 3  
9 6 5 0 -  I ?  23.R7 
~C;'P. 5 r  1 3 ,  r 5  
? & 5  1 B 5 1  1 7 - 5 ' 1  
:>I' 5, 5 * 1 ,  1 ? U , R i  
96';5,1<7 1 5 . ? :  
9 . 35  
1 3  - 0 8  
0 . 3 3  
1 7 1 3 5  
it. 0 2  
1 2  s :'5 
- 3 . 74  
8 . G 4  
8.61 
7 . 4 2  
5 .94  
1 .92  
- 3. R G  
1 .92  
1 1 * 1 5  
3 , 6 R  
12,34  
7 - 4 1  
- , ! I 6  
I 4 - Z G  
lr.4; 
5 ,  c 5 
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